Abstract: Efficient reconfiguration of optical multicast trees in wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) networks is required. Multimedia applications which consume a huge bandwidth, require multicasting. So, multicast concept is extended to optical networks to improve performance. Today, networks are facing many phenomena such as changes in the traffic model, failures, additions or deletions of some network resources due to a maintenance operation. To cope with these phenomena, network operators compute new topology according to the applications requirements. Some real-time multicast applications are not indulgent with lightpath interruptions. So the configuration of the network must be done as quickly as possible to be spontaneously deal with the problem before other events appear and without connection interruption. To the best of our knowledge, there is no work in the literature that considers the reconfiguration of an optical multicast tree to another one without connection interruption. We prove that it is impossible to reconfigure any initial tree into any final tree using only one wavelength and without connection interruption. We propose in this paper BpBAR_2 method, using several wavelengths to reconfigure optical WDM network. This algorithm does tree reconfiguration without lightpath interruption, reduce the reconfiguration setup time and the cost of wavelengths used.
Introduction
Today, network users are increasingly demanding regarding throughput and network quality of service (QoS). Networks are frequently faced with events such as changes of traffic, network failures or deployment of new network resources. These events alter the state of the network, moving its topology away from the optimum. Network operators then use some techniques such as traffic engineering, the creation of backup paths or network reconfiguration to address these phenomena. Protection (backup paths) is a fast and effective technique of response for network failures. Networks resources are reserved in a proactive manner. It improves the performance of traffic delivery but not optimise the use of bandwidth. Traffic engineering is used to place new traffic where capacity allows but not change the existing paths of the traffic. Yet, the goal of our work is the configuration of current topology to another one. So our study concerns network reconfiguration which is also called topology engineering. Network reconfiguration occurs to optimise network performance (meet more traffic requests while minimising the cost and maximising network utilisation) and the delivery of traffic (Wu, 2011) . Reconfiguration in networks consists of three sequential and iterative phases (Wu, 2011) . The first phase is decided by the reconfiguration policy. The outcome of this phase is to decide if the reconfiguration will take place or not. A positive response to this phase leads to the execution of the second phase. The second phase computes a new topology to meet the requirements. Once the new topology is computed, the final phase the migrating from the current topology to the new topology. Reconfiguration of optical wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) (Mukherje, 2000; Ramaswami, 2006) networks is very beneficial because WDM networks are now widely deployed due to their high bandwidth and low error rates. Optical networks are networks wherein nodes are switches and are connected with optical fibres. An optical connection in this network is a pair of a transmitter and a receiver that wish to communicate using a certain wavelength. 1 The path uses by a connection is called lightpath. An optical channel is a signal transmitted at one wavelength in one fibre. Optical network is subject to two constraints: wavelength continuity constraint and distinct wavelength constraint. The wavelength continuity constraint requires that the same wavelength should be retained over all the links in a lightpath in the absence of wavelength converters. A wavelength converter is a component which converts incoming signal's wavelength to a different outgoing wavelength, entirely in the optical domain. The distinct wavelength constraint requires that two lightpaths cannot be assigned with the same wavelength if they are not on disjoint links. WDM networks require improved management and a well-planned reconfiguration to meet QoS requirements (Geary et al., 2002) . WDM reconfiguration is a challenge because it temporary release network resources such as transmitters, receivers and wavelengths which can cause loss of data in high-rate traffic flow; and it must minimise also the lightpath reconfiguration time (Golab and Boothbay, 2004; Wei, 2002) .
In the process of WDM network reconfiguration, the third phase is completed online through the establishment of new lightpaths, and removing or changing of existing lightpaths (Wu, 2011) . Switches that make up the new topology and those of the former topology must be reconfigured to take into account new parameters to update its forwarding table (routing and switching) and resource management parameters (buffer, output queue and input queue of the node) (Cousin and Molnar, 2007) . Wavelengths carry a lot of traffic, thus they are often sensitive to interruption or transmission delay.
Interruption of a ligthpath can cause damage to all communications using this wavelength. The configuration of the paths must be executed in a coordinated manner to maintain the connexity of the lightpath. Connection management in WDM networks can be provided by GSMP protocol (Doria et al., 2002) , for instance. The reconfiguration technique used by this protocol is to close the old connection before establishing a new. This does not guarantee the continuity of traffic. In addition, it is not optimal in terms of duration of reconfiguration. Network reconfiguration must be done as quickly as possible to spontaneously deal with the problem before other events happen in the network.
Reconfiguration can be deployed in a centralised or a distributed manner. In the distributed approach, each node needs more processing. In addition, the triggering of different reconfiguration operations by the node needs synchronisation to avoid interruptions. This synchronisation is difficult in the distributed manner. In the centralised manner, a network controller has a global view of the network topology, link and node utilisation, and traffic demand. This node coordinates reconfiguration process. The reconfiguration function may be implemented in a path computation element (PCE) as part of the centralised management system (Farrel et al., 2006) . So in this manner, synchronisation which is needed by the distributed approach of reconfiguration is not required. In this work, we assume reconfiguration is controlled in a centralised manner. So when a network reconfiguration is required, the network controller sends configuration messages to all the switches which must be configured. The problem now is the scheduling of configuration messages to ensure continuity of traffic. The network controller must send its configuration messages in a coordinate manner. This amount to solve the problem of what sub-set of switches must be configured before any other.
Applications such as multimedia, IPTV and video conferencing require multicasting. In point-to-point communication networks, multicasting is performed by sending a separate copy of data from the source to each destination. This technique consumes a huge bandwidth. An efficient technique to support these applications is to route data toward multiple destinations over a multicast tree. This reduces the resource cost used in optical networks since the same channel on some tree branches can be shared by many destinations. Thus, multicast concept is extended to optical networks to improve performance (Ding and Poo, 2003; Malli et al., 1998) . In the case of optical networks, the set of tree paths used is called a light-tree. This is a generalisation of the lightpath word, which is used in the unicast case. A light-tree is an all-optical channel (using the same wavelength on each link of the tree) originating at a given source node, and has multiple destination nodes. To extend multicast to optical networks, switches must be equipped with light splitters that duplicate incoming light signal to one or several output ports (Zhou e al., 2009 ). When a switch has an infinite splitting capacity that means its splitting capacity is bigger than the maximal nodal degree of the switch. The wavelength continuity constraint and the distinct wavelength constraint are also extended to light-trees. In our work, we assume that multicast tree reconfiguration must be done without light-tree interruption. Then, the chosen reconfiguration process must reduce the reconfiguration setup time, and finally reduce the cost of the wavelengths used. This problem is scientifically difficult due to the numerous constraints of WDM networks added to the continuity of traffic toward all the destinations of a multicast group.
In the following, in Section 2, we present the related work on multicast reconfiguration. Section 3 presents our formulation of the multicast reconfiguration problem, give the objectives of reconfiguration. Then, we present multicast reconfiguration using a single wavelength, multicast reconfiguration using several wavelengths and our proposal multicast reconfiguration algorithm. This algorithm allows reconfiguration without connection interruption, with a short duration and an efficient use of network resources. In Section 4, we present the results of evaluation and the performance analysis. Finally, we conclude this paper in Section 5.
Related work
The existing works on reconfiguration is generally concerned with determining the new topology, the frequency of reconfiguration execution while minimising interruptions. In Rouskas (1999, 2001) , reconfiguration is proposed as a solution to traffic changes. It uses a centralised strategy based on Markov model to determine a virtual topology insensitive to traffic changes. In Kárász and Pándi (2005) , the reconfiguration performed on short-term change is proposed for traffic over a long period. Reddy et al. (2000) proposes a strategy for establishing new lightpaths in order to cope with network failures and minimise interruptions of optical connections. Kardsz (2006) compares different reconfiguration policies depending on the frequency of reconfiguration and the network type to add new resources. Cousin and Molnar (2007) propose a reconfiguration algorithm for unicast traffic. The proposed algorithm allows for the configuration of an initial path to another in a small number of steps and without connection interruption.
Few studies (and none of the above) have focused on multicast tree reconfiguration in the literature. In Perényi et al. (2008) , regular reconfiguration of light-tree to meet the degradation of the tree due to the dynamic behaviour of its leaf nodes is studied. To avoid connection interruptions which are not tolerated by the real-time applications, the reconfiguration in this case will setup the new tree before the destruction of the old. But the disadvantage of the proposal method is that both trees exist and data are duplicated for a short time. This wastes a lot of network resources due to the existence of two trees. In addition, the regular is benefit when the process is quick, thus minimising the reconfiguration duration. A grooming algorithm called ReLT is proposed in Huang et al. (2004) to determine the routing of new requests and minimise the blocking probability. The principle of this algorithm is that trees can be reconfigured dynamically to meet new destinations and respond to new requests. Reconfiguration with that algorithm is to extend the branches of the tree beyond the initial leaves to reach new destinations. To apply this algorithm, an auxiliary graph is generated from the physical network. Then, a subroutine in ReLT is executed each time a new request arrives to determine the possibility of satisfying the new request in terms of residual capacity on auxiliary graph or setup a new light-tree for it.
To the best of our knowledge, there is no work in the literature that considers the reconfiguration of an optical multicast tree to another one without connection interruption. The existing works on multicast reconfiguration are interested by the computing of new multicast tree, the different reconfiguration triggering strategies and the reconfiguration frequency. The reconfiguration consists in going from one tree to another without connection interruption is the subject of our study.
Multicast reconfiguration process

Formulation of the problem
Let T 0 = (E 0 , V 0 ) and T z = (E z , V z ) be two trees with the same source and the same set of destinations. E 0 and V 0 represent respectively the set of nodes and the set of edges of the initial tree. E z and V z represent respectively the set of nodes and the set of edges of the final tree. A node represents a switch on the physical network and an edge represents a fibre link. We want to move from a tree T 0 to a tree T z . Each step we configure simultaneously only one sub-set of nodes, one sub-set after the others, since each step must ensure the continuity of communication between the source and each destination. Thus, we produce a series of trees
Four kinds of configuration operations are possible on a switch: addition of light switching for a wavelength, deletion of light switching of a wavelength and a combined operation between two output ports on the same switch for the same wavelength. The addition of a light switching for wavelength l on a switch X from an input port i to an output port j is noted (+i, X, l, j) . The post-condition of this operation is that the wavelength l is busy on the output j of the switch X. After this configuration operation, any signal received at the input port i is propagated to the output port j of the same switch. If the switch X has already switched the light for wavelength l from the input port i to the output port k, X becomes a branching node.
The deletion of a light switching of wavelength l on a switch X from an input port i to an output port j is noted (-i, x, l, j) . The pre-condition of this operation is that the wavelength l is busy on input port i and on output port j. The post-condition is that wavelength l is released only on the output port j of the switch X if the switch has switched the light for wavelength l from the input port i to several output ports. If the switch has switched the light for the wavelength l from the input port i to just one output port j, wavelength l is released on the output port j and the input port i of the switch X. After this operation, no signal in wavelength l is out of output port j on switch X. If the switch X has not switched the light for wavelength l from the input port i to the output port j, then the operation is empty. Incast switching is forbidden.
The third operation is a combined operation between two output ports on the same switch for the same wavelength. This involves the deletion of a light switching of wavelength l on a switch X from an input port i to an output port j then the addition of a light switching for wavelength l on the same switch X from the same input port i to an output port j. This operation is noted (i, X, l, j => k) and is equivalent to (-i, X, l, j) 
The last operation is the wavelength conversion operation noted (i, X, l => m, j) . This operation convert wavelength l of the input port i to m on the output port j.
For the four kinds of configuration operations, the input port i and the output port j can, respectively, be identified by the IDs of the upstream and the downstream switches, if and only if two switches are linked by at most one optical fibre.
And the wavelength of an output port of a switch can not be fed by more than one input port.
We assume that no major discontinuity of the light signal appears when a light for a wavelength is switched from an output port of a switch to another output port of the same switch. We will use this property to study good reconfiguration sequences which should guarantee the continuity of the tree during its reconfiguration. The best reconfiguration sequence will be the shortest (we assume that any configuration operation has the same duration).
Objectives
The multicast reconfiguration process aims at three objectives. First, the reconfiguration of the light-tree must be done without connection interruption. Then, it must reduce the reconfiguration setup time, and finally reduce the cost of the wavelengths used.
This problem will be tackled in two study contexts depending on whether all switches are equipped with converters or not. In the first context, we assume that all the switches are not equipped with wavelength converter. So, we want to study if it is possible to reconfigure a tree using only one wavelength for all trees of a tree series (initial, intermediate, and final trees). In the second context, we assume that all the switches are equipped with wavelength converter. So, several wavelengths can be use for reconfiguring from the initial tree to the final one. However and obviously, the initial tree and the final one must use the same wavelength.
Multicast reconfiguration using a single wavelength
Let us consider the first study context which consists in using a single wavelength and the same for all trees of a tree series during the reconfiguration process of a tree. We want to demonstrate that in general it is not possible to reconfigure an initial tree into a final tree using only one wavelength and without any tree discontinuity. Let us suggest that for any multicast problem composed of trees T i and T i+1 , we can move from T i to T i+1 with only one wavelength l and without interruption of the tree data flow.
Let us then consider the reconfiguration problem formed by the following trees (see Figure.1 
):
T 0 : {S{A{C; B{D}}} is the initial tree (in red) using a single wavelength l and T z : {S{B{A{C}; D}} is the final tree (in blue) using the same wavelength. Node S (resp. nodes C and D) is the source (resp. are the destinations) of the optical tree. We will study the configuration from one tree to another one by exploring all the possible reconfiguration sequences of nodes. In the unicast case, a node has at most one output interface per path. Therefore, the configuration of this interface means the reconfiguration of the node; at most one configuration operation is required for each node in the network to reconfigure one initial lightpath into one final ligthpath. But in the multicast case, a node can have several output interfaces. Then the reconfiguration of a node in the multicast case means the configuration of only one output interface for this node. Furthermore, it is never necessary to configure the destination node, (so in our case, only the tree nodes: S, A and B can be configured). A node can have several output interfaces. As a result, it can appear several steps in a reconfiguration sequence according to the number of output ports. By grouping the reconfiguration sequences according to the node from which the reconfiguration begins, we obtain the three following cases:
• Case 1: Reconfiguration sequences beginning with node A the wavelength l is busy on all the ports of switch A in the initial tree; so we cannot plan to add an operation of type (+B, A, l, C). Other possible operations on node A are (-S, A, l, D) and (-S, A, l, B). But, at the risk of interrupting the existing connection, we can no longer begin the reconfiguration with an operation of type: (-S, A, l, D) or (-S, A, l, B). So the reconfiguration sequences beginning with node A are not possible.
• Case 2: Reconfiguration sequences beginning with node B the wavelength l is busy on all the ports of switch B in the initial tree T 0 . So we cannot add any operation of type (+S, B, l, A) or (+S, B, l, C). We cannot neither add an operation of type (-A, B, l, D), otherwise we interrupt the connection towards the destination D. As a result, the reconfiguration process beginning with node B is not possible.
• Case 3: Reconfiguration sequences beginning with node S First we carry out the operation (+S, l, B). Then the wavelength l is busy on all the output ports of switch B. The operation of type (+S, B, l, C) or (+S, B, l, A) cannot be carried out. We cannot neither add an operation of type (-A, B, l, D), otherwise the connection to the destination D is interrupted. In the same way, the wavelength l being busy on all ports of switch A on the initial tree, w e cannot plan to activate an operation of type (+B, A, l, C). Then, at the risk of interrupting the existing connection, we can no longer plan an operation of the type: (-S, A, l, D) or (-S, A, l, B). As a result, the configuration sequences beginning with node S are not possible.
We conclude that, for this problem, none reconfiguration sequence enables to reconfigure initial tree T 0 into final tree T z , without any major interruption of the tree data flow. This can be explained by the fact that the reconfiguration of one tree into another is done by the addition or the deletion of a light switching operation. The pre-condition of an addition of light switching for a wavelength is that the wavelength is free on the output port of the switch. That is not verified for at least one node of each of the possible reconfiguration sequences of our reconfiguration problem (described in Figure 1 ). The post-condition of a deletion of light switching of a wavelength is that the wavelength is free on the output port of the switch. That is also not feasible when the wavelength is shared by several destinations.
So if in a tree reconfiguration problem using a single wavelength, none reconfiguration sequence is possible, then we can conclude that this problem is not realisable.
We can yet conclude that the reconfiguration problems using a single wavelength whose initial and final trees share at least one edge (let us say a fibre link to the optical network) are impossible. However, there are some limit cases, where tree reconfiguration is feasible.
• Case 1: when both initial and final trees are the same, the solution is to realise no reconfiguration. So it exists a solution of the tree reconfiguration problem using only one wavelength despites the fact that the trees (initial and final) share at least one edge.
• Case 2: when there is strictly the same branch for both trees between the sources and a sub-set of destinations and strictly different branches between the source node and the complementary sub-set of destinations (in this case), the solution will consist in reconfiguring with only the same wavelength the branches which are totally different between the two trees.
In conclusion, on whatever network topology, it is impossible to reconfigure any initial tree into any final tree using only one wavelength and without flow interruption. However, we show on the next section whether and how it is possible using several wavelengths.
Multicast reconfiguration using several wavelengths
Let us consider the second context in which several wavelengths is used for configuring an initial tree into a final tree without tree interruption. However and obviously, the initial tree and the final tree use only one wavelength (the same wavelength). Let us prove that, whatever network topology is used, it is possible to reconfigure, without flow interruption, any initial tree into any final tree. Let us use a branch by branch back and forth reconfiguration process what will be called BpBAR. Let us suppose that a is the wavelength used by the initial light-tree. Establish a new branch for a destination on a new topology between the source and the destination by using another wavelength b. And switch at the source from a to b for this destination only. Then, delete the exclusive part of the old branch toward the destination which uses wavelength a. Repeat the same action for all the destinations. The new tree (a tree according to the new topology) powered by b is obtained. Then a new non-powered tree should be established with wavelength a by using the previous process, and switch from the source of b to a. Then make the configuration of the initial tree T 0 to the final tree T z by producing a series of trees. The branch of the initial tree from the Source S to the destination i is Br 0 (S, i) and the one of the final tree is Br z (S, i). For instance, let us consider the reconfiguration problem given by the two following trees (see Figure 2 ): T o : {S{B{A{C}; D}}}, the initial tree using a wavelength a (in red) and T z : {S{A{C}; B{D}}}}, the final tree (in blue). In the application of the reconfiguration process branch by branch, the policy can decide to establish first the branch Br z (S, C) then the branch Br z (S, D) or the branch Br z (S, D) and then the branch Br z (S, C). Let us suppose that it decides to first configure then on-powered branch Br z (S, C) after a series of steps. We obtain the tree on Figure 3 . The following step is the light feeding of the new branch and the deletion of the old branch. But on this tree (see Figure 3) , reconfigure the source S will certainly feed the new branch with the light but it will interrupt the lightpath toward the other destinations. Indeed, the source S is not the right node for the switching. It must be done on a node on which the connection of the exclusive part of the old branch which need to be established can be break. For this problem, it is the node B. So the new branch Br z (S, C) is fed from the node B. This requires a wavelength converter in B. The following trees: (see Figure 4 and Figure 5 ) is obtained. Then reconfigure the source S to delete the part between the nodes S and B on the current tree. The node through which the switching for a new branch is done in the back stage will be called Com1 and the one through which it is done on the forth stage will be called Com2. Now the question is how to determine Com1 and Com2 for the establishment of a new branch.
In the back stage of process BpBAR, during the switching on Com1, the traffic of the exclusive part of the old branch towards the concerned destination is break So, Com1 is chosen with the result that its reconfiguration does not interrupt the flow towards the other destinations and that it also allows to feed with light the new branch. Therefore, for a destination i, Com1 must be a node of Br o (S, i) allowing the feed of the new branch Br z (S, i). Then, it must be a branching node of the current tree for the optical channels of the initial tree and be the closest to the destination i. This criterion ensures that the switching does not interrupt the connection toward the other destinations. The source node meets always the criteria for determining Com1. So it is the default Com1 node.
Com2 is the branching node of the current tree belonging to the chosen branch Br z (S, i) which uses the optical channel of the final tree and which is the closest to the destination i. The source node meets always the criteria for determining Com2. So it is the default Com2. The use of Com1 and Com2 requires a wavelength converter in these switches.
Since the switching nodes can be determined once the topology of the trees is known, we define a first multicast configuration process, called BpBAR.
BpBAR reconfiguration process
It is described in the following steps:
1 Chose a branch Br z (S, i) according to the new topology.
Initially Com1 = S; search Com1 and reconfigure one by one the ports of the nodes between the destination i and the source S and those between S and Com1.
2 Configure Com1 to feed the new branch and interrupt the flow on the old one.
3 Configure one by one the ports of the nodes between Com1 and i on Br o (S, i) to remove it.
4 If Com1 is different from S, then reconfigure S to interrupt the part between S and Com1.
In case
Step 4 is realised then execute Step 5.
5 Configure one by one the ports of the nodes between S and Com1 to remove this part.
6 Repeat Steps 1 to 4 till the establishment of all the new branches.
7 Chose a branch Br z (S, i) on the new topology. Initially Com2 = S; search Com2 and reconfigure one by one the ports of the nodes between i and Com2 on Br z (S, i) to establish the branch.
8 Configure Com2 to feed the new branch and interrupt the flow on the old one.
9 Configure one by one the ports of the nodes between S and the destination i to remove the old branch.
10 Repeat Steps 7 to 9 till the establishment of all the new branches.
BpBAR reconfiguration process ensures the existence of a tree established in the source of the traffic at each step, hence the continuity of the traffic. But it produces a very long sequence of steps. In the example described in Figure 5 , to establish the branch Br z (S, C), one operation is done on one and only one node at each step. All these operations have no consequences on the continuity of the existing traffic and on their order. As a result all these ports of nodes can be configured in only one step. The solution is to configure them in parallel. So the question is what ports can be configured simultaneously in one step. The process consisting in establishing the new tree branch by branch, for a given tree, all the series of actions which enable to establish a new non-fed branch can be executed simultaneously. Then make the switching to feed the new branch and interrupt the flow of the exclusive part of the old branch. The series of steps which enables to remove the exclusive part of the old branch can be executed simultaneously in only one step. These operations can be done simultaneously since the ports leading to the destination of this new branch are not used for the traffic before the switching. In addition, after the interruption of the connection, the old branch is no longer used for the traffic. Moreover, they do not require order in their reconfiguration. In the example described in Figure 2 , six different steps are produced to establishing the branch Br z (S, C). Steps 1 to 3 can be conducted simultaneously in only one step to establish the non-powered branch Br z (S, C). Then the switching is done on S and Steps 5 and 6 can be conducted simultaneously to remove the exclusive part of branch Br o (S, C). The following three steps are produced (see Figure 6 ). As a result, the determination of operations to realise simultaneously during the reconfiguration process enables to reduce the number of the reconfiguration steps. So the reconfiguration process called BpBAR_1, in which simultaneous operations are allowed, optimises BpBAR.
BpBAR_1 reconfiguration process
1 Choose a branch Br z (S, i) on the new topology.
Initially Com1 = S; search Com1 and configure simultaneously the ports of the nodes between the source S and the destination i and those between S and Com1.
3 Configure simultaneously the ports of the nodes between Com1 and i on Br 0 (S, i) to remove it.
4 If Com1 is different from S, then configure S to interrupt the part between S and Com1.
In case Step 4 is realised, then execute Step 5.
5 Configure simultaneously the ports of the nodes between S and Com1 to remove this part.
7 Choose a branch Br z (S, i) on the new topology. Initially Com2 = S; search Com2 and reconfigure simultaneously the ports of the nodes between i and Com2 on Br z (S, i) to establish the branch.
8 Configure Com2 to feed the new branch and interrupt the flow of the old branch.
9 Configure simultaneously the ports of the nodes between S and destination i to remove the old branch.
BpBAR_1 allows the reconfiguration of problem described in Figure 2 into 12 steps.
In the multicast reconfiguration problem described in Figure 2 , branch Br0(S, D) has been destroyed and restored after. But this branch already belonging to the initial tree and using the same optical channels as the final tree no longer requires a reconfiguration. The branches of the new tree which need to be established are the branches which are different from the branches of the initial tree. So in this example, the only branch to be established is Br z (S, C). We suggest the process BpBAR_2 bellow:
Our proposed process: BpBAR_2 reconfiguration process
1 Choose a branch Br z (S, i), different from the branches of the initial tree.
Initially Com1 = S; search Com1 and configure simultaneously the ports of the nodes between the destination i and the source S and those between S and Com1.
3 Configure simultaneously the ports of the nodes between Com1 and i on Br 0 (S, i) to remove this part.
If
Step 4 is realised, then execute Step 5.
8 Reconfigure Com2 to feed the new branch and interrupt the flow of the old branch.
The following 6 steps (see Figure. 7) are produced with the problem described in Figure. 2. 
Evaluation and performance analysis
The network topologies used to value our process are COST 239 (see Figure 8 ) and NSF Network (see Figure 9 ). They are two topologies frequently used in scientific works in this field.
The steps bellow allows determining the initial and final trees. We use two different kinds of tree in a graph: the shortest paths tree and the minimum spanning tree. The shortest path tree is a tree of shortest paths from a node to every network node. The root of this tree is the initial node. The minimum spanning tree is the tree in a graph which has the minimal total cost of the edges.
1 Select with a uniform distribution law the root of the tree, then choose among the remaining nodes N destinations also with an uniform distribution law,
and is the number of the network nodes.
2 a Use Dijkstra's (Dijkstra, 1959) algorithm between the source and each destination to produce the shortest path tree which represents the initial tree.
b Use Prim's algorithm (Prim, 1957) to determine the minimum spanning tree in the network from a node used as a root. By considering the branches of the minimum spanning tree made by the source and each destination, we obtain the final tree. 
The charge (Ch) of a tree T k is defined by:
n is the number of the network nodes, and p is the number of different wavelengths used.
Cout_add (T k ) additional cost of a tree T k G k graph obtained at step k with the established channels of the initial tree or the final tree at this step.
1 if ( , ) is a link of initial or final tree 0 otherwise
In the expression of the additional cost, without loss of generality, we assume that any reconfiguration step has the same duration and all the wavelengths have the same cost on the fibre links.
The additional cost of a reconfiguration sequence Seq = {T o , …, T z }, where represents the number of steps is:
The calculation process, called Monte Carlo method, is used to calculate the average number of reconfiguration steps and the average cost of the additional cost in each topology. For the COST 239 topology, the number of generated pairs of trees is fixed to 5,000 for a run of each configuration process with a given parameter set. This number is chosen experimentally. Let us take an initial tree. Then, let us take a final tree different from the initial one. The different nodes of these trees are identified by a number between 0 and 10. For each draw of a pairs of trees, different size of the destinations groups is considered. The size of a group is determined with a uniform law and is between 1 and 10. And the different destinations of a group are also determined with a uniform law. Then, we have calculated the average of the number of steps and additional cost for 1,000, 2,000, and 5,000 generations of pairs of trees. For each of these values, we have run each programme several times in order to see how the average ranges. For 5,000, the average changed with a variation percentage of 03.88%. So we kept 5,000 generations of pairs of trees to calculate the average and the variance of the selected metrics. For the topology NSF Network, the number of the generated range of pairs of trees is fixed to 10,000; the variation rate for 10,000 generations is 03.53%. The results are recorded in Tables 1, 2 , 3, and 4. All the multicast tree reconfiguration processes described, do the reconfiguration without connection interruptions. So to evaluate the performance of BpBAR_2, a comparison to BpBAR is done. The different metrics chosen are the number of steps and additional cost produced by any sequence of reconfiguration. Tables 1 to 4 compare the earning of each process over the BpBAR process. The number of steps produced by BpBAR_2 is reduced compared to BpBAR, with a gain of 69.81% in COST 239 and 78.96% in NSF Network. So BpBAR_2 reduce the reconfiguration setup time. In addition, BpBAR_2 uses respectively 75.66% and 82.69% of wavelengths less compared to BpBAR in COST 239 topology and NSF network. So BpBAR_2 reduced the cost of wavelengths used. We assume that similar benefit will be achieved on many topologies because the two selected network topologies were real topologies and have been used intensively in many others scientific papers. Similarly we have select two very well know multicast tree computation algorithms (Dijkstra's and Prim's). 
Conclusions
Multicast tree reconfiguration in WDM optical network is studied in this paper. The problem we have considered is to determine an algorithm which allows the configuration from an initial tree into a final one. This configuration must be done by maintaining continuity of data flow towards all destinations reducing the cost of wavelengths used and reducing the duration of the process. To the best of our knowledge, there is no work in the literature that considers the reconfiguration of an optical multicast tree to another one without connection interruption. The existing works on multicast reconfiguration are interested by the computing of new multicast tree, the different reconfiguration triggering strategies and the reconfiguration frequency. In a first aspect, we study the possibility to solve this problem with a single wavelength during all the tree configuration steps. The conclusion of this study is that on whatever network topology, it is impossible to reconfigure any initial tree into any final tree using only one wavelength and without flow interruption. In a second aspect, several wavelengths are allowed to be used when a tree is reconfigured. We proposed an algorithm called BpBAR_2. This multicast tree reconfiguration process uses the property that no major interruption of the light signal appears when a wavelength is switched from an output port of a switch to another output port of the same switch. BpBAR_2 allows for tree reconfiguration without connection interruptions while reducing the reconfiguration setup time and the cost of wavelengths used.
